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Introduction

11
Major climate transitions have occurred during the last 65 Ma of Earth's history 12 [1] . One of the most prominent ones was the Eocene-Oligocene Transition (EOT) 13 which happened at about 34 Ma. From oxygen isotope data, it has been deduced 14 that deep sea temperatures decreased by several degrees • C (an isotopic δ 18 O signal 15 of 1.2-1.5 ‰) over a period of about 500,000 years [2] . It is generally thought that 16 a crossing of a critical boundary in atmospheric greenhouse gas levels (e.g. pCO 2 ) 17 was responsible for the EOT and led to the growth of a continental scale ice sheet on 18 Antarctica [3] . However, the fact that the transition appears to consist of two 40,000 19 year steps separated by a plateau of about 200,000 years [4] suggests that also additional 20 processes have been at work.
21
Using a highly idealized climate model, Tigchelaar et al. [5] proposed that the first 22 step in the EOT was due to changes in the global ocean circulation, whereas during 23 the second step, land-ice changes occurred. The ocean circulation changes involved a 24 transition between different patterns of the Meridional Overturning Circulation (MOC), 25 and the associated meridional heat transport, due to changes in paleobathymetry. Such computationally demanding as at least a few thousand years of simulation are needed 31 to reach reasonable equilibrium conditions (see e.g., [7] ).
32
An alternative to such transient simulations is the application of continuation meth-33 ods, where steady states are calculated directly versus parameters. Since the early work 34 of [8] , these methods have been applied in many areas of fluid mechanics [9] , and 35 more recently also on problems in ocean-and climate dynamics [10, 11, 12] . There are 36 basically two numerical approaches: one is (Jacobian) matrix-based and the other is 37 matrix free. Within the matrix-based techniques, large systems of linear equations have 38 to be solved which requires tailored solvers [13, 14] . In the matrix-free approaches, 39 one only needs the tendency terms of the equations but the schemes often have conver- 
54
In this paper, we present a novel continuation method to do so; it consists of a 55 predictor followed by a homotopy continuation and is described in Section 2. We apply 56 this method to determine equilibrium flows for 5 Ma intervals during the Cenozoic 57 using paleobathymetries constructed in [20], using highly idealized atmospheric forcing 58 conditions. The results in Section 3 focus on the major changes in volume transports 59 through gateways and the Meridional Overturning Circulation in the different ocean 60 basins. We also present details on the performance of the continuation methodology.
61
A summary and discussion concludes the paper (Section 4). 
Methods
63
The methods presented in this paper require an ocean model with a few non-standard 64 capabilities, most importantly the availability of a Jacobian matrix, either explicit or 65 via an action [21] . Spatial discretization of the model equations gives rise to a system 66 of the form
where x ∈ R n is an n-dimensional state vector, containing unknowns (u, v, w, p, T, S)
68
at each grid point. Bathymetry data is available for each element in the state through 69 the vector k ∈ {0, 1} n . The dependency on k is made explicit to stress that bathymetry 70 acts as a parameter in the context of this paper. F is a nonlinear operator F :
71
R n × {0, 1} n → R n , arising from the spatial discretization. Fixed points of the model 72 will satisfy F (x, k) = 0, hence F (x, k) will be referred to as the residual. It is important 73 to note that the Jacobian matrix J of F with respect to x, given by
, is assumed 74 to be available. B ∈ R n×n is a diagonal matrix determined by the dependencies of 75 the discretization on time derivatives. As B is singular (e.g. due to the discretized 76 continuity equation) the problem (1) is a system of differential-algebraic equations 77 (DAEs).
78
Bathymetry at the i-th grid point is defined by the land mask
The steady states can be calculated efficiently using a continuation method in the should be computed using a predictor-corrector-type scheme, which, at its core, is a 92 sequential process. We aim to obtain a new state x j at bathymetry k j from a previous 93 state x j−1 , using only the difference in constraints that arise from different bathymetries,
94
hence without changing the external physical forcing.
95
In the remainder of this section we will discuss a continuation approach relying 96 heavily on deformations induced by a homotopy constraint of the form
where δ ∈ [0, 1] is a continuous homotopy parameter and we require g(x) = 0 to be
98
'easy' to solve. By construction, a continuation in δ from δ = 0 to δ = 1 computes an 99 estimate of a state satisfying F (x, k j ) = 0, reaching the desired steady state at δ = 1.
100
An overview of a single step in the continuation process is given in Figure 1 . To
101
proceed from the state-mask pair (x j−1 , k j−1 ) to (x j , k j ) we first apply a predictor, 
Predictor
105
To make a basic prediction of the new state, we use a map µ : R n → R n , based on 106 differences between two successive land masks k j−1 and k j . The aim of the predictor 107 is to perform adjustments that, without much effort, improve the compatibility of the 108 state x j−1 with the new bathymetry k j . That is, reduce the residual norm
which is defined, provided that the state values at land points exist:
For our purposes it is convenient to let β = 0.
111
The i-th bathymetry difference d values determine the action for our choice of µ as follows
where I T and I S denote the temperature and salinity indices respectively andx i is the The map µ should, in general, give a significant drop in the j-th residual norm:
In this way, other adjustments that improve the compatibility of the state-bathymetry 118 pair can be explored as well.
repeat with next bathymetry Figure 1 : Sketch of a single step in the bathymetry continuation scheme. The starting solution (top left panel) is depicted as a streamline around a topography. Changing to a rotated topography generates new ocean and land points, to which the state is adjusted using the predictor (bottom left). A continuation in the homotopy parameter deforms the predicted solution (bottom right) and converges at a new point on the branch (top right).
Homotopy continuation
120
Following the predicting phase we begin to compute deformations. Using pseudo-121 arclength continuation [8] with a homotopy parameter, we traverse a branch of con-122 tinuous deformations from the predicted state µ(x j−1 ) to the state x j that satisfies
where we substitute g(x) = M x − µ(x j−1 ) and replace the coefficients involving δ 126 with trigonometric functions:
The trigonometric functions are used to smooth the transitions between the startup, matrix M we maintain the DAE structure of (1). As a result, during the continuation, the 134 state is partly enslaved to its deforming components through the algebraic constraints.
135
The homotopy constraints (6) are, in this way, constructed to mimic an implicit Euler 136 discretization of the original equations.
137
The nonlinear map G j : R n+1 → R n depends on a single homotopy parameter δ.
138
To determine states satisfying (6), a solution branch is parameterized with an arclength 139 parameter s: (x(s), δ(s)). An approximate normalization condition is imposed to close 140 the system:
where (x 0 , δ 0 ) is a known point on the branch and (ẋ,δ) is the tangent at that point with
142
respect to the arclength parameter. Using these tangents the next point on the branch 143 is predicted:
The predicted point is used as initial guess in a Newton-Raphson iteration to solve the
Starting at k = 1, each step requires the solution of the following bordered system:
where the derivatives of G j are given by
The state and parameter are updated, x k+1 = x k + ∆x, δ k+1 = δ k + ∆δ and the process 149 is repeated until G j (x k+1 , δ k+1 ) 2 < , for some small tolerance . To improve 150 convergence we augment the root finding procedure with a line search scheme [23] .
151
Starting at δ = 0, the initial trivial solution is given by (x, δ) = (µ(x j−1 ), 0 achieve a similar structure in (6), in order to apply the tailored preconditioner to (12).
160
A continuation in bathymetry is achieved with the repeated application of the pre-161 dictor and the homotopy deformation, where the actual pseudo-arclength continuation 162 occurs at a nested level. The pseudocode in Algorithm 1 summarizes the full scheme.
Compute predictor µ(
Perform a pseudo-arclength continuation: δ = 0 → δ = 1.
5:
6: end for Algorithm 1: Bathymetry continuation process.
Results
164
We will apply the tools discussed in the previous section to the fully implicit form we require; it provides a residual F (x, k), a mass matrix B and a Jacobian J 170 containing explicitly coded differentials of the discrete equations
The domain chosen is bounded by longitudes φ E = 0 • , φ W = 360 • and latitudes 
with amplitudes T 0 , S 0 and reference values T r , S r , see Figure 2 and Table 1 . positions at the considered time frame, after which any land topography is removed.
195
The bathymetry of the deep ocean is based on reconstructions by [27] and is adjusted 196 to fit the reference frame used here. The ocean is subsequently updated with shallow 197 plateaus and ridges that are incorporated in the plate-tectonic model.
198
The above procedure produces a global bathymetry grid at a 0.1°resolution. Each using a nondimensionalized stretching relation:
such thath = hH is the model depth,z = zH is the depth of the equidistant grid and 
221
In a pseudo-arclength continuation, the predictor equations (7)- (8) require tangents 222 with respect to the arclength parameter (ẋ,δ). At initialization, these tangents can-223 not be found using finite differences. Instead, assumingδ = 1 at s = 0 and using 224 d ds G j (x(s), δ(s)) = 0 the tangentẋ can be found by solving
Substituting the starting point x 0 = µ(x j−1 ), δ 0 = 0 in (12)-(13), we find
and ∂G j ∂δ = 0. In practice, however, the derivative ∂G j ∂δ is calculated using a finite 227 difference, which, at the starting point gives
The initial state tangent is obtained from
Restricting M to its non-singular part, we find that the state tangent vector corresponding
230
to the deforming components is given by the initial residual. North Atlantic (NoAt in Figure 5f ) deep water formation emerges as the basin widens 271 and the MOC transport increases. In the South Pacific (SoPa in Figure 5f ), the southern 272 sinking cell strengthens over the geological evolution towards the present-day. 
Performance
274
To illustrate the performance of the methodology (within THCM) we show results
275
for several 5 Ma period continuations. In addition, we compare the computational 276 effort of the bathymetry continuation with that of a continuation spin-up (by using the 277 forcing parameter λ), as described in [21] .
278
First we investigate the performance of the predictor step. We inspect the j-th 279 residual norm F (·, k j ) 2 before and after applying the predictor, see Table 2 . Here we 
284
The improvements appear to diminish when the number of new ocean points decreases.
285
Note, however, that this does not imply a reduction in difficulty of the corresponding 286 5 Ma continuation step. Small changes in bathymetry might still give large shifts in 287 circulation patterns.
288
Step Table 2 : Performance of the predictor discussed in Section 2.1: norms of the j-th residual and the improvement factor. The number of new land and ocean points are included as well.
As the chosen scheme is quite straightforward, it would appear that the predictor can 289 be improved using more sophisticated adjustments. One could, for instance, attempt 290 to solve a small projected problem involving new ocean points and their neighbors.
291
Another option might be to perform several time steps; letting empty ocean points 292 become more physical through a natural time evolution.
293
Next, we investigate the performance of the homotopy continuation. In Figure 6a 294 the evolution of the j-th residual norm is plotted against the number of continuation (www.surfsara.nl).
322
Step From the runtimes we see that the bathymetry continuation is reasonably compet- Comparing Figure 7 with Figure 6b , we find that the increase in effort during a con-328 tinuation spin-up is immediate, whereas it is postponed in the bathymetry continuation.
329
This can be partly related to the contribution of M in the Jacobian matrix 
Summary and Discussion
337
We have presented a novel continuation approach to compute branches of steady resulting coupled model will allow the continuation methodology described in this 364 paper, without having the limitations imposed by the idealized atmospheric forcing.
365
The parallel preconditioning techniques needed to solve the linear systems within the can also be helpful to investigate the sensitivity of equilibrium climate states due to 371 changes in bathymetry, the latter still being quite uncertain for large periods over the 372 last 65 Ma [20] . In particular, the ocean circulation changes due to uncertainties in the 373 reconstructions can be efficiently addressed.
374
We expect that the bathymetry continuation is sufficiently general to be applied deformation with a suitable embedding of the constraints that determine periodic orbits.
378
The construction of such an embedding will form an interesting subject for further study. 
